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Scaled experimentation provides an alternative approach to full-scale biomechanical16
(and biological) testing but is known to suffer from scale effects, where the underlying17
system behaviour changes with scale. This phenomenon is arguably the overriding18
principal obstacle to the many advantages that scaled experimentation provides. These19
include reduced costs, materials and time, along with the eschewal of ethical compliance20
concerns with the application of substitute artificial materials as opposed to the use of21
hazardous biological agents.22
This paper examines the role scale effects play in biomechanical experimentation23
involving strain measurement and introduces a formulation that overtly captures scale24
dependencies arising from geometrical change. The basic idea underpinning the new25
scaling approach is the concept of space scaling, where a biomechanical experiment is26
scaled by the metaphysical mechanism of space contraction.27
The scaling approach is verified and validated with finite element models and ac-28
tual physical-trial experimentation using digital image correlation software applied to29
synthetic composite bone. The experimental design aspect of the approach allows for30
the selection of 3D printing materials for trial-space analysis in a complex pelvis geom-31
etry. This aspect takes advantage of recent advancements in additive manufacturing32
technologies with the objective of countering behavioural distorting scale effects.33
Analysis is carried out using a laser confocal microscope to compare the trial and34
physical space materials and subsequently measured using surface roughness parame-35
ters. Finite element models were constructed for the left hemipelvis and results show36
similar strain patterns (average percentage error < 10%) for two of the three trial-space37
material combinations. A Bland Altman statistical analysis shows a good agreement38
between the finite element models and physical experimentation and a good agreement39
between the physical-trial experimentation providing good supporting evidence of the40
applicability of the new scaling approach in a wider range of experiments.41
keywords: Scaling, Biomechanical, Similitude, Trial experimentation42
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1 Introduction43
Scaled experimentation has many advantages and principal among them is the significant44
reduction in cost associated with scaling, which has invariably led to its application in a45
plethora of subject areas1,2,3. In the case of biological research and specifically biomechanical46
experimentation the more common testing includes cadaveric studies or cultivated tissue47
where many obstacles arise when dealing with the extensive testing of biological materials:48
ethical compliance issues, availability of resources and sample preparation can hinder research49
considerably4,5; in vivo studies suffer even more from these problems. The collection and50
preservation of specimens is a major factor in these studies4 and thus variability between51
them poses concerns (wet and dry bone have substantially different material properties),52
there is also variation with age and cadaveric specimens are biased to the elder part of the53
population5. A good solution to the variability issue is the use of synthetic composite bone54
which has been proven useful and can be considered a standard for the mechanical properties55
and geometry of bone5.56
Another important concern when dealing with biological systems is the fact that in prac-57
tice it is often difficult to obtain measurements without affecting the biological system itself,58
which often comes at the cost of accuracy using indirect methods of measurement6. The59
use of finite element (FE) modelling has been particularly useful in this regard; the com-60
plex geometries and ethical concerns can be solved using finite element analysis in muscular61
skeletal systems. These are used to study a variety of subjects from the optimization of the62
position of the acetabulum in a periacetabular osteotomy7 to the analysis of the bone-cement63
interface for different prosthetic femoral head sizes after total hip arthroplasty8. They have64
become increasingly popular in recent years since they allow for the optimisation of medical65
procedures or testing of biomedical materials without the associated risk for the patient and66
have seen much improvement5. Models have to be validated in order to ensure the reliability67
of any results obtained; the use of digital image correlation (DIC) software and synthetic68
composite bone have been shown to replicate the results obtained from strain rosette mea-69
surements and cadaveric bone thus providing a good methodology for their validation9.70
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The cost of experimentation however remains high and the availability of materials can be71
an obstacle; the design of scaled experimentation that solves these issues is of great interest72
in the field of biomechanical research. The most common scaling approach is dimensional73
analysis10,11, which is based on the notion that physics does not depend on the choice of74
units and the central theorem (Buckingham Pi) provides a means to obtain dimensionless75
parameters or Pi groups that reduce the necessary parameters used to describe the physics76
of the phenomena. The approach achieves any form of scaling indirectly by assuming the77
governing equations remain invariant for both scales and using these Pi groups to relate78
properties at the full and trial-scales. In experimental reality, scale invariance is seldom79
the case, and its success therefore is often reliant on expertise in the selection of governing80
parameters or full-scale experimentation is unavoidable. This invariably leads to increases81
in the cost of the research and if it transpires that the matching of parameters cannot be82
achieved, then the approach offers no solution since there is no element of experimental83
design.84
An alternative scaling approach that has recently been developed has proven successful85
to a certain extent in the field of biomechanical experimentation12,13; the concept of finite86
similitude. The fundamental idea of finite similitude is the fact that the physics in general87
cannot be guaranteed to scale but conservation (and some non-conservative) laws must hold88
over an extensive range of scales (where continuum mechanics is valid). The scaling approach89
uses the construction of a scaling map (x1 7→ xβ), that relates coordinate functions of inertial90
frames in the physical and trial spaces, and indirectly characterises the deformation of space91
using the notion of deformation from a continuum perspective. The scaling map facilitates92
the relating of transport equations in both spaces and consequently provides the means to93
assess the effects of scaling. For biomechanical experimentation consisting of validation of94
finite element models by means of digital image correlation and synthetic composite bone the95
conservation laws for volume, mass and momentum apply along with the non-conservation96
law for movement, which brings displacement (see reference14) into the family of transport97
forms. All these equations have to be satisfied and related in order to guarantee that the98
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governing physics remains representative in both the physical and trial spaces.99
The projection of trial space onto the physical space (i.e. via the map x1 7→ xβ) to100
produce a virtual model is a critical feature as it reveals both explicit and implicit changes101
caused by scale in the transport equations. The changes in volume and area are explicit102
whilst other changes although captured in the transport equations are hidden. The exposure103
of implicit scale dependencies is achieved by the application of a scale-invariant identity,104
which in this paper is restricted to the first derivative only. Integration of the identity reveals105
proportionality in the physical fields and a set of scaling parameters whose purpose is the106
annihilation of the length-scale parameter. The element of experimental design particular to107
the approach arises from the consideration of the constitutive response that allows for the108
selection of material properties in the trial space. These can then be compared to the virtual109
trial-space material properties (using a projection of the physical-space model) to assess the110
success of the approach; it is possible also to use scaling to compare properties in the physical111
space (using a projection of the trial-space model). The approach leaves the relationships112
for scaling between spaces clearly stated, while exact similitude is seldom achieved since the113
virtual material properties might not be properties that any existing material may possess,114
the quantification of the mismatch and experimental design can assist the improvement of115
any proposed trial experimentation.116
The statement and application of the zeroth-order finite similitude approach in the field117
of biomechanical experimentation is presented in Section 2, the fundamental notions of the118
approach that consists in characterising the distortion of space are introduced using the119
balance laws in transport form to obtain the similarity equations that are fundamental for120
the novel scaling approach. A set of scaling parameters are introduced to provide greater121
flexibility when selecting material properties and thus assisting the design of trial experi-122
mentation. Following the methodology the balance laws of volume, continuity, momentum123
and movement (Sections 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) impose constraints that eventually, using124
the constitutive response, leads to the selection of trial-space materials presented in Section125
2.8 that solve the main issues that arise when considering biomechanical experimentation126
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used when validating finite element models by means of image correlation software and127
synthetic composite bone. Advancements in additive manufacturing technology allows for128
the improvement and optimisation of the methodology; Section 2.9 presents the microscope129
analysis of the different printing settings that are used in the trial experimentation. The130
consideration of a complex pelvis geometry case where no discernible axes of symmetry exist131
is presented in Section 3, where the numerical evaluation using finite element models of the132
different proposed trial experimentation is undertaken followed by the actual physical-trial133
experimentation in Section 3.1. A Bland Altman statistical analysis is performed to assess134
the agreement between the finite element models and the synthetic composite bone. This135
is repeated to assess the agreement between the physical-trial experimentation and finally136
alternative methods of validation are presented. The discussion of the results and future137
ongoing work in the field are found in Section 4.138
The aim of this work is twofold, firstly, establishing the foundations of a multi-scale theory139
by presenting the finite similitude approach as its zeroth-order case and stating the necessary140
definitions emphasising the role scaling effects (β-dependencies) play in the biomechanical141
experimentation under consideration. Secondly, gauge the extent to which the similitude142
approach can be applied in the field of biomechanics specifically experimentation consisting143
of validation of finite element models by means of digital image correlation. Previous studies144
focus on simple geometries where axes of symmetry are present, therefore its applicability in145
a wider range of complex geometries where no discernible axes of symmetry exist provides146
increasing evidence of the success of the approach. This establishes the methodology and147
foundations of future work in patient-specific geometries and a multi-scale approach to scaled148
biomechanical experimentation. The main objective is to solve the plethora of obstacles that149
biomechanical research has to overcome, in this case, the availability of resources and the150
high cost.151
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2 Zeroth-Order Finite Similitude in Biomechanics152
Reference13 establishes the foundations for the use of finite similitude in the field of biome-153
chanical experimentation; following the methodology, the main concern of the approach is154
the characterisation of the ”deformation” of space. This characterisation is achieved through155
the map x1 7→ xβ, which relates coordinate functions in orthonormal inertial frames and in156
differential terms takes the form dxβ = Fdx1, which is interpreted as relating individual157




1; β > 0 is a length-scale158
parameter that quantifies the extent of the scaling involved. In the classical Newtonian159
frame, absolute time is also assumed to apply, represented in differential terms by the equa-160
tion dtβ = g(β)dt1, where both g(β) and F are taken to be both spatially and temporally161
invariant.162
The focus of the similitude approach is on space and the transfer of physical quantities163
through a region of space. It follows that in the physical space a control volume Ω∗1 is164
necessary for the definition of similitude (for the control volume theory see reference14),165
where the subscript notation ”1” refers to the physical space. The motion of the control166
volume Ω∗1 is described with the diffeomorphism κ1 : Ω
∗ −→ Ω∗1 where Ω∗ is a reference167










is the control-volume derivative, and where x∗ ∈ Ω∗. Analogously, the same169
construction can be invoked for the trial space with the subscript notation ”β” replacing170
”1”.171
Space distortion arises on consideration of the notion of deformation in continuum me-172
chanics applied to the space itself. Geometric measures (i.e. area and volume) between173
the two spaces can be related through Nanson’s geometric identities, which takes the form174
dΓβnβ = dΓ1JF
−Tn1 and volume dVβ = JdV1, where J = det F. The Jacobian matrix175
F, which describes space scaling has components defined by Fij =
∂xiβ
∂xj1
. The definition of176
Theorem 2.1 in reference14 can be used to formulate a general expression of a balance law in177
transport form for a specific scalar or vector property Ψ(1) associated to the motion of the178

















where Jψ(1) is a ”flux” term, bψ(1) is the source term, ∂Ω∗1 is the orientable boundary180
for Ω∗1, n1 is an outward pointing unit normal on ∂Ω
∗
1, v(1) the velocity field and ρ(1) is181

















where it is understood that Eqs. (1) and (2) are presently unrelated. The notation used183
for these properties emphasises the β-dependency of each quantity.184
2.1 Isotropic Scaling185
Focus in this paper is on isotropic scaling where F takes on the simplified form186
F = βI (3)
where I is the identity matrix/tensor and the Jacobian J = det F = β3.187
188
The process for relating transport equations (1) and (2) is by means of the deformation189
tensor F through the application of Nanson’s identities dΓβnβ = dΓ1β
2n1 and dVβ = β
3dV1190






















3ρ(β)bψ(β)dV1 = 0. (4)
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where Eq. (2) has been multiplied throughout by g(β) and scaling parameter αΨ0 (β) to192
arrive at Eq. (4).193
Eq. (4) is of fundamental importance and is effectively Eq. (2) but represented on the194
physical space and consequently captures all scale dependencies. Geometrical dependencies195
are explicitly visible with the presence of β3 and β2 terms but other β−dependencies are196
implicit in the fields, fluxes and sources. Relating the notation of Reference13 it is assumed197
that Ψ(1) = Ψps, ρ(1) = ρps, v(1) = vps, J
ψ(1) = Jψ
ps
and bψ(1) = bψps and similarly198
αΨ0 (1) = 1, g(1) = 1 to facilitate Eq. (4) being identically equal to Eq. (1) for β = 1.199
The issue in finite-similitude scaling theory is the revealing of implicit β−dependencies,200





0 ) ≡ 0 (5)
where ”≡” means identically zero, which effectively means that there are no β terms202
present in the integrands in Eq. (4). This identity which underpins the finite similitude203
approach is now termed zeroth-order finite similitude and forms the zeroth-order case in a204
multi-scale approach not presented here.205
The purpose of the scalars αΨ0 (β) are revealed by this identity as they are set to annihilate206
(where possible) the β terms that appear in the integrands in Eq. (4). It is evident that for207
all the integrands to be absent of β it is necessary and sufficient that corresponding terms208
in Eqs. (1) and (4) match, which means that the following identities must hold:209
ρ(1)Ψ(1) = αΨ0 (β)β
3ρ(β)Ψ(β) (6a)
210
v(1)− v∗(1) = g(β)β−1(v(β)− v∗(β)) (6b)
211
JΨ(1) = αΨ0 (β)g(β)β
2JΨ(β) (6c)
212
ρ(1)bψ(1) = αΨ0 (β)g(β)β
3ρ(β)bψ(β). (6d)
For the biomechanical experimentation under consideration the main focus is the mea-213
surement of strain at bone surfaces and consequently the transport laws for momentum and214
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movement are of principal interest. The conservation of volume is typically absent in con-215
tinuum mechanics (having no associated field) but it plays a part in finite similitude and is216
included in the analysis.217
Since the physical space material properties consist of a trabecular and cortical material218
for the synthetic composite bone, the material properties are considered as a piecewise-219
constant function using the superscript ”t” for trabecular and ”c” for the cortical.220
2.2 Scaling of Volume221
For the conservation of volume Ψ = ρ−1 and no flux or sink terms exist therefore the scaling222
relationships obtained from Eq. (6) are 1 = α10(β)β
3 and v∗(1) = g(β)β−1v∗(β). It is evident223
that setting α10(β) = β
−3 has the effect of removing β from the transport equation for volume224
and ensures that Eq. (5) is satisfied. Note also that the relationship v∗(1) = g(β)β−1v∗(β)225
synchronises the movements of the control volumes, which is surely needed for scaled analysis226
and more on this can be found in reference12.227
2.3 Scaling of Mass228
The conservation of mass is described on setting Ψ ≡ 1, JΨ = 0 since there is no flux term at229




where it can be observed that identical densities in the trial and physical spaces is possible232
on setting αρ0(β) = β
−3.233
Recall that the density ρ is assumed to depend on β in a continuous fashion and that234
ρ(1) = ρps and through the parameter α
ρ
0(β) (which itself depends on β) a degree of material235
selection is possible. It is important to appreciate that the satisfaction of Eq. (7) is necessary236
to ensure the removal of β from the transport equation for mass so that Eq. (5) is satisfied.237
Note that in view of the relationship v∗(1) = g(β)β−1v∗(β) arising from conservation of238
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volume it immediately follows from Eq. (6b) that material velocity must satisfy v(1) =239
g(β)β−1v(β) in order for Eq. (5) to be satisfied.240
In view of the spatially distinct properties of trabecular and cortical bone and the piece-241
wise representation of material properties and since deformation of space has been charac-242
terised by one of the materials it is apparent that the main concern when dealing with more243







imposing further constraints on the remaining balance laws.245
2.4 Scaling of Momentum246
With the restriction of density and the synchronicity of the control-volume movement v∗(1) =247
g(β)β−1v∗(β) and its impact on material velocity (i.e. v(1) = g(β)β−1v(β)), the balance law248
for momentum is considered particularly constricting, since velocity is the principal field, i.e.249
Ψ = v. Using (6a) it is possible to derive the expression ρ(1)v(1) = αν0(β)β
3ρ(β)v(β) which,250





confirming that αν0(β) is not a free parameter and whose value is influenced by the time-252
scaling parameter g(β).253





where the stress tensor relationship arises from the ”momentum flux” (i.e. force) in the255
momentum transport equation.256
Note that σ(β) and bν(β) are dependent on β and it is the requirement that Eq. (5) is257
satisfied that reveals precisely the nature of these dependencies. The value for αν0(β) can be258
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determined on specification of g(β) on the basis of the constitutive response of Eq. (10). As259
in reference13, it is restricted to a linear-elastic material responses.260
2.5 Scaling of Movement261
Prior to examination of material constitutive behaviour it is necessary first to ascertain the262
effect scaling has on displacement and consequently strain. Introduced in Reference14 is the263
transport equation for movement, where the displacement field u is constrained. Application264
of Eq. (6a) for movement provides the similarity condition ρ(1)u(1) = αu0(β)β
3ρ(β)u(β),265




Note that using the source term identity Eq. (6d) yields ρ(1)v(1) = αu0(β)g(β)β
3ρ(β)v(β),267
which after substitution of Eq. (7) gives αρ0(β)v(1) = α
u
0g(β)v(β). However, continuity and268








and it immediately follows from Eq. (12) that u(1) = u(β)β−1.271
Note that αu0(β) is not a free parameter being related to α
ν
0(β) but such a constraint can-272
not be too surprising in view of the intrinsic relationship between velocity and displacement.273
Upon differentiation of u(1) = u(β)β−1 with respect to time and taking into account the274
relationship dtβ = gdt1 provides consistently the velocity relationship v(1) = g(β)β
−1v(β).275






1 provide the strain tensorial identity276
ε(β) = ε(1) ∀β, which means that strain ε(β) does not vary with β. It is important to em-277
phasise that all constraints on field variables with scale are simply down to the underpinning278
constraint provided by identity Eq. (5).279
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2.6 Constitutive response280
Synthetic composite bone is reported as transversely orthotropic; however sources (see ref-281
erence9) using DIC as means of validating FE models commonly consider the synthetic282
composite bone as linear-isotropic elastic homogeneous material. This is particularly the283
case when dealing with complex geometries such as the pelvic bone where no clear axes of284
symmetry can be discerned. Therefore on substitution of Hooke’s linear stress-strain (for285



















where the β-dependency of the strains has been dropped in view of it being constant287
throughout the scales since the displacement identity revealed its invariance with respect to288
β.289
This equation can be readily satisfied with the assumption that Poisson’s ratio ν(β) is290
also considered independent of β. This requirement places a restriction on the types of291
3D printed materials that can be used. Although this requirement may not necessarily292
be achievable in practice, the element of experimental design nevertheless allows for its293
approximate implementation. Note that since constitutive relationships are explicitly stated294
the success or failure of the approximation is made apparent in any physical trial-material295
test. With this constraint Eq. (14) reduces to,296
E(1) = αν0(β)g(β)β
2E(β) (15)






where g(β) relates the timing of any two physical experiments (i.e. full and scaled); note298
that even for quasi-static studies, finite-similitude relates physical trials and hence requires299
information on the timings involved in said trials.300
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In this work Young’s modulus is considered to be a spatially piece-wise function, which301







which constrains the value of the trabecular modulus (E(1))t as in the previously men-303
tioned case of density.304
Relationships for stress can be used to determine relationships for force, since in the305
physical space dF (1) = σ(1) · n1dΓ1 and recall that dΓβnβ = dΓ1β2n1. Integration over a306
planar surface provides the force relationship307
F (1) = αν0(β)g(β)F (β) (18)
which is in accordance with the operations applied to Eq. (2) for momentum, i.e. multi-308
plication by g(β) and αν0(β).309
It is apparent that the zeroth-order approach provides the relationships for scaling and the310
characterisation of space explicitly stated, which is a clear advantage of the approach. The311
ability to apply scaling in either direction is another important advantage. This construction312
is based on the use of the scaling map and since the map x1 7→ xβ is a diffeomorphism, the313
same construction can be made using the inverse of the map, i.e. xβ 7→ x1. This results314
in two virtual spaces (direct-scaling and reverse-scaling material models) that can be used315
to compare the results in their respective spaces as shown in Figure 1. Another advantage316
particular to the approach that can be easily implemented using commercial finite element317
software. As presented in this work the notation and definitions serve as the zeroth case of318
a multi-scale theory where the scaling effects and β-dependencies are clearly stated.319
[Figure 1 about here.]320
2.7 Summary of Zeroth-Order Finite Similitude Theory321
The finite similitude theory is founded on the metaphysical concept of space deformation by322
means of a characterising scaling map between the physical and trial spaces. The zeroth-order323
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theory involves the matching of projected trial-space transport equations with corresponding324
equations in the physical space. Similarity equations are returned, which when satisfied325
guarantee that the proposed trial experiment conforms to the behaviour of the system in the326
physical space. The space deformation map facilitates the creation of virtual models in both327
spaces and enables comparison between experimental results or representative finite-element328
models. The practical application of the novel scaling approach can be summarised as such:329
• Characterisation of the Deformation of Space: the zeroth-order Eq. (5) is an assumed330
global length-scale invariance that returns similarity conditions on relating projected331
trial and physical transport equations.332
• Similarity Conditions : degrees of freedom exist in the similarity conditions in the form333
of scaling parameters, which can be set by matching some aspect of the constitutive334
response of the materials involved.335
• Trial Space Experimental Design: using the aforementioned relationships for scaling336
the choice of trial space materials is undertaken, which entails the experimental design337
aspect of the approach.338
• Comparison of Experimental Behaviours : using the virtual spaces obtained by means339
of the similitude approach (direct and reverse scaling) a comparison between physical340
behaviours can be performed to assess the success and applicability of the approach.341
2.8 Trial Space Materials342
Advancements in 3D printing technology allows for the fast prototyping and manufacturing343
of complex geometries using cheap polymers that are easily available to model synthetic344
composite bone, more specifically fourth-generation composite bone (reference15), solving the345
two main concerns that arise in biomechanical experimentation. Reference13 provides a first346
approach for a simple and femur geometry however the aim of this work is the optimisation347
and advancement of the approach and to illustrate its applicability in realistic biomechanical348
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experimentation. Recent improvements in the 3D printing software allows for a closer match349
of the density, thus the interface between materials can now be analysed using a laser scanning350
microscope.351
The exterior material proposed for the trial space is PLA (Polylactic Acid) due to its352
previous success in scaled experimentation. The principal concern is matching the elas-353
tic modulus, reference16 provides a detailed analysis of the expected elastic modulus that354
corresponds to a specific printing setting.355
Using the direct scaling material properties (virtual trial space) as guidance for exper-356
imental design, TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane) flexible filaments with Shore hardness357
90A, 93A and 95A were selected for the trabecular material. Using the relationship between358
Shore hardness and Young’s modulus by Gent17 an estimate of the interior material elastic359





where s(β) is the Shore hardness.361
While previous attempts focused solely on the elastic modulus it is possible to obtain a362
closer match for the density using a 30% infill density in the printing setting for the trabecular363
material. All of the scaling parameters and material properties for the trial and physical364
spaces including their respective virtual spaces are shown in Table 1.365
[Table 1 about here.]366
2.9 Microscope Analysis of Materials367
The comparison between the physical and trial material’s micro-structure (including bone368
samples) is undertaken with the objective of gauging the extent to which specimens proposed369
for the trial space resemble the structure of the physical space materials. Cortical and370
trabecular bone have specific properties that can only be described at the microscale and371
whilst the scaling approach does not attempt to replicate the physics at the microscale it372
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is necessary to guarantee that the behaviour of the printed materials is not significantly373
different. The comparison is performed with different 3D printing settings to optimise the374
methodology and compare them against bone and synthetic composite bone samples, the375
3D printed cylinder samples consisted of PLA/TPU 95A with a 30% trabecular infill and376
0.2mm layer height and different merge settings: no overlap = 0 mm, small overlap = 0.1875377
mm, large overlap = 1.045 mm and minimised wall overlap = 2 line width trabecular wall378
with 0.728 mm overlap. Table 2 shows the comparison between the 3D images taken using379
a confocal laser scanning microscope (Keyence X200K 3D laser microscope).380
[Table 2 about here.]381
The images show a gradual change for the bone sample whereas the synthetic composite382
bone shows a stark contrast between the materials, the small overlap and the minimised tra-383
becular wall overlap resembles bone more closely due to the slight gradual interface between384
materials. An important consideration when dealing with more than one material, especially385
in biomechanics, is the bonding between materials or the characterisation of the interface386
which provides means to quantify the difference between them. The parameters used for the387
characterisation are:388
• Arithmetical mean height (Sa), the mean of the absolute value of the height of points389
within the defined area.390
• Developed interfacial area ratio (Sdr), the percentage of the definition area’s additional391
surface area contributed by the texture as compared to the planar definition area.392
• Root mean square height (Sq), represents the root mean square value of ordinate values393
within the definition area (standard deviation of heights).394
• Skewness (Ssk), represents the degree of bias of the roughness shape (asperity).395
• Kurtosis (Sku), measures the sharpness of the roughness profile.396
• Maximum peak height (Sp), the height of the highest peak within the defined area.397
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• Maximum pit height (Sv), the absolute value of height of the lowest pit within the398
defined area.399
• Root mean square gradient (Sdq), root mean square of slopes at all points in the400
definition area.401
• Density of peaks (Spd), number of peaks per unit area.402
[Table 3 about here.]403
Table 3 shows the microscope results for each sample. The parameters were compared404
against the bone results (bi) using an equivalent expression of the norm of a vector in which405
each component is the error of the specific setting (and synthetic composite bone), the406








where n = 9 corresponding to the total number of parameters, and where xi is the408
corresponding sample that is used for comparison.409
The results show that for the parameters considered the small overlap resembles the410
interface between cortical and trabecular bone more closely.411
3 Pelvis Physical-Trial Experiment Analysis412
The use of finite element models when analysing problems specifically in the case of the413
hemipelvis has yielded important results and has become more widespread in recent years414
(references9,7,8,18). The consideration of a left hemi-pevis complex geometry extends the415
application of the approach with the aim of improving upon previous iterations of the ap-416
plication and even providing foundations to validate future experimentation in geometries417
that are more complex than what standardised synthetic composite bones can solve such as418
patient specific geometries, variable densities for the trabecular material, etc.419
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An advantage of the zeroth-order approach is the ability to use finite element models to420
assess the projected success of the approach by comparing the finite element results in the421
physical space and the virtual physical space (using reverse-scaling material properties) or422
the trial space with its respective virtual trial space (direct-scaling material properties) before423
the actual physical-trial experimentation. Two models are constructed (physical and trial424
spaces), the comparison is made in the physical space but the same results are obtained for425
the trial space since both comparisons are equivalent in this case. The boundary conditions426
are set as encastre in the sacroiliac joint and the pubic symphysis. A portion of a femoral427
head is considered to apply the contact force in the acetabular cup. The different tests are428
considered quasi-statically loaded for the purpose of finite-element analysis. The material429
properties of the physical space model and reverse-scaling were taken from Table 1.430
[Figure 2 about here.]431
Figure 2 shows the boundary condition with the viewpoints of XZ and ZY (respectively),432
the regions highlighted for the sacroiliac joint and the pubis symphysis contact are con-433
strained by an encastre (displacements and rotations in all directions were defined as zero).434
The loads are applied using the values in the literature (including the angle made by the435
load and the contacting pubis symphysis support) for the one-leg standing position (Refer-436
ences19,9) thus an increasing force from 1200 N to 2000N (with 100 N increments) is applied437
in the FE models.438
The refined mesh consists of 320,519 elements for the hemipelvis and 18,710 for the439
femoral head, which results in a total of 339,229 elements. These are based on the boundary440
conditions given in reference9, which provides the general methodology for validation of a441
pelvis finite-element model. Not considered in reference9 however is the application of a442
Bland-Altman statistical analysis, which is needed when analysing the agreement between443
finite element models and the physical experimentation.444
[Figure 3 about here.]445
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The surface region used for comparison is highlighted in Figure 3, the region is larger446
than the region of interest that would be expected to measure in the actual physical-trial447
experimentation. The comparison is made node-to-node using the same mesh in the physical448
space, a total of 14,615 nodes were compared. The strain measurements are essentially coor-449
dinate dependent however it is possible to obtain independent values using the eigenvalues450
λi of the stretch tensor. The digital image correlation optical measurement technique used in451
the actual physical-trial experiments is constrained by the surface (two-dimensional) however452
it is still possible to deduce a three-dimensional measurement. From the two-dimensional453
measurement of the eigenvalues λ1, λ2 the major strain ϕ1 and minor strain ϕ2 (larger and454
smaller value respectively) can be obtained, assuming volume constancy defined as455
λ1 · λ2 · λ3 = 1 (21)
which for this particular case of biomechanical experimentation holds true.456
Criteria taking this into account prove useful to overcome the practical constraints of457
coordinate systems and are readily available when choosing the output in the digital image458
correlation software. Consequently the comparison in the preliminary finite element models459
(assisted by the virtual spaces) is made using the von Mises equivalent strain. The effective460










where ϕ refers to the logarithmic strain or true strain (ε = eϕ).462
An additional advantage of the von Mises expression is the consideration of all strain463
components resulting in an improved measurement of small strain values which can become464
problematic in the biomechanical experiment under consideration due to the small deforma-465
tions of bones caused by peak loads in human bones19. The small deformations caused by466
the peak forces guarantee that in the case of synthetic composite bone and the proposed467
trial space materials, the assumed linear-elastic response of the materials is obeyed.468
The average percentage error (surface strain) across all the values of the force is less than469
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9.2% in the case of the PLA/TPU 95A and in the case of the PLA/TPU 90A it is less than470
15.3%; note that the combination of materials PLA/TPU 93A is considered identical since471
the percentage error is less than 0.0001%.472
[Figure 4 about here.]473
These results provide a first indication that the PLA/TPU 95A and PLA/TPU 93A474
combinations of materials for the actual physical-trial experimentation yields the most reli-475
able results to confirm the use of these 3D printing materials for the trial experimentation.476
The combination of materials PLA/TPU 90A has a percentage error of 15.3% which can477
possibly result in surface strain measurements too high to obtain a good agreement and thus478
is discarded for the physical-trial experimentation. In the case of the material combination479
PLA/TPU 95A the average value of strain is 800 micro-strains thus the average percentage480
error of 9.2% (73 micro-strains) is less than the reported accuracy of 100 micro-strains for481
the 5M (5 megapixel) configuration of the digital image correlation system’s manufacturer482
using the parameters stated in Table 6 of Appendix B, therefore it is deemed acceptable for483
the experimentation under consideration. This is a clear advantage of the zeroth-order finite484
similitude approach since the use of reverse-scaling material properties and finite element485
models provide a quick assessment of the approach before any experimentation takes place486
which also results in a reduced cost of experimentation and assists the design element of the487
scaling approach.488
3.1 Physical-Trial Experimentation489
The physical-trial experimentation was undertaken for the left hemipelvis using the combi-490
nation of material properties PLA/TPU 95A and PLA/TPU 93A for the trial space. The491
experimental work was carried out with the aim of assessing the applicability of the finite492
similitude approach in a wider range of experiments using the optimised settings to improve493
upon previous iterations of the approach. The same experimentation was used to validate494
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the FE models used for comparison to ensure the physical-trial experimentation results were495
consistent with the numerical results.496
3.1.1 Experimental Setup497
The load was applied using a single column universal testing machine (Instron 3344) using498
a 2 KN load cell to which the 50mm and 36mm steel ball bearing was attached for the499
physical and trial experimentation respectively. The hemipelvis was clamped to a holding500
device fixing the sacroiliac joint and supporting the pubis symphysis. The DIC system used501
for the deformation measurements and vertical surface strain measurements consisted of an502
array of two 5-megapixel cameras, a focal length of 12 mm was utilised. The experimental503
setup is shown in Figure 5.504
[Figure 5 about here.]505
The same experimental set up was used for the physical-trial experimentation using the506
same load and constraints as in the finite element models. Figure 6 shows the comparison507
between the experimental setup and the finite element boundary conditions.508
509
[Figure 6 about here.]510
The contact area between the models and physical experimentation was compared to511
ensure the femoral head and the acetabulum had the same contact areas in the finite element512
models replicating the experimental set up and thus confirming the reliability of the results.513
It can be observed in Figure 7 the contact areas in the physical experimentation and in the514
finite element models show a similar pattern.515
[Figure 7 about here.]516
The force values in the physical space range from 1200 N to 1800 N with 200 N increments517
consistent with the average peak loads in a one-leg standing. The reported accuracy of the518
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digital image correlation measurements and practical purposes restricts the measurement to519
increments of 200 N instead of the values used in the finite element analysis (the maximum520
force applied on the machine is less than 2000 N, thus that value was not considered); the521
hemipelves were removed and retested every time to emulate different subjects. The load522
was applied until the load cell output was in equilibrium to avoid any relaxation behaviour523
during the recording of images, the parameter g can be used to assess the time difference524
between spaces for this to occur however the consideration of a quasi-static experiment525
renders this unnecessary (it is only required to wait for equilibrium to be achieved in either526
space). The trial space force values were calculated using Eq. (18) which results in 155.2 N527
to 232.7 N with 25.9 N increments for the PLA/TPU 93A and 159.9 N to 239.7 N with 26.6528
N increments for PLA/TPU 95A.529
3.1.2 Data Processing530
The experiment is considered quasi-static thus the digital image correlation software records531
images at each loading stage (one stage-test for each value of the force) and consequently cal-532
culates strain values in the surface for each value of force displaying the von Mises equivalent533
strain as the quantity of interest. As a result of the coordinate-independent criteria the visu-534
alisation pattern does not require matching of coordinate systems for comparison, Figure 8535
shows the superimposed images of the computation mask with the applied post-filtering over536
the photograph taken at stage 1 in the left camera compared to the same photograph with537
the superimposed finite element model surface which shows the two measurement techniques538
yield similar results within the region used for measurement. To quantify the mismatch be-539
tween visualisation strain patterns that arise from the measurement error, the results are540
analysed in the statistical data of the software using the average of the von Mises equivalent541
strain in the region selected after the data from the computation mask has been processed.542
In cases where some glare was observed in the region of interest as can be shown in Figure 8,543
to account for the missing subsets, the image of the measured surface was superimposed to544
the finite element model and each element face that corresponded to the missing subset was545
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omitted from the comparison. In the case of the comparison between synthetic composite546
bone and 3D printed materials the same regions were selected omitting any subsets with547
poorly correlated data.548
[Figure 8 about here.]549
3.1.3 Results550
A Bland-Altman statistical analysis6 was carried out for all of the tests, in this case the551
synthetic composite bone is regarded as the ”gold standard”. The repeatability assessment552
was first performed to assess whether a good agreement could be obtained. Ten measure-553
ments of strain were taken for each value of the force (in the physical space). The analysis554
of repeatability (replicated measurements on a sample of subjects) provides a good measure555
of the consistency and ability to obtain a good agreement because if poor repeatability is556
found then a poor agreement will follow in the Bland-Altman statistical analysis. The re-557
peatability assessment encapsulates the error arising from all of the sources involved in the558
method of measurement as such it guarantees the systematic error of the digital image corre-559
lation measurement technique is within acceptable ranges to obtain a good agreement. The560
differences between each of the 10 measurements was compared against each other resulting561
in 180 measurements. The interpretation of the analysis in this case is that each pair of562
measurements corresponds to two measurements made to the same subject.563
The within-subject repeatability is assumed to be independent since the standard devia-564
tion and the mean of the measurements of strain between replicates (repeated experiments565
on same specimen) shows no tendency to change with the magnitude of measurements, Table566
4 shows the values for the repeatability assessment for the synthetic composite hemipelvis567
and the 3D printed hemipelves. Since the results are within the acceptable ranges as the568
coefficient of repeatability is less than 100 micro-strains which is the reported accuracy of the569
DIC measurements a Bland-Altman statistical analysis was carried out. Each measurement570
of the experiments was compared against the FE model predicted values, using the same571
interpretation where each pair (experimental, FE) is carried out in a single subject. The 95%572
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confidence interval of the statistical analysis is calculated assuming a normal distribution of573
the differences as a consequence of the subject interpretation (in this case being the same574
specimen used for experimentation) thus its variation is null, what is left is the measurement575
error. The error of the digital image correlation system depends on the measurement chain576
(lens, camera, loading cell calibration, stochastic spray pattern, DIC calibration, parame-577
ters, etc...) and each can be considered as a random variable independent of the other,578
invoking the Central Limit Theorem allows the assumption of a normal distribution for the579
measurement error and consequently the differences.580
The statistical analysis is summarised in Table 4, the limits of agreement for the Saw-581
bones hemipelvis are less than 100 micro-strains which is the reported accuracy of the DIC582
measurements. This shows good supporting evidence of a good agreement between the FE583
models and the Sawbones hemipelvis, the same analysis is carried out for the agreement584
between the composite bone and the PLA/TPU 93A and the PLA/TPU 95A. The limits585
of agreement are below or equal to the reported accuracy (100 micro-strains) thus showing586
a good agreement. While the upper limit of agreement between the synthetic composite587
hemipelvis and the material combination PLA/TPU 95A is 100 micro-strains, statistically,588
95% of the differences between measurements are at or below this limit thus is considered589
acceptable and a good agreement for the purposes of the experimentation under considera-590
tion.591
592
[Table 4 about here.]593
This shows good supporting evidence for the applicability of the approach in the case594
of a complex pelvis geometry and gives insight to the broader applicability of the approach595
stated in reference13. Another interesting result is the ability to validate models using596
different techniques particular to the finite similitude approach, in this case the use of the597
trial-experimentation results to validate the FE models using the reverse scaling. While598
the Bland Altman approach has validated the measurement technique by showing a good599
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agreement between the physical-trial experimentation, it is possible to confirm this result by600
using the trial experimentation alone.601
The Bland Altman statistical analysis was carried out to assess the agreement between602
the FE models (with the respective reversed scaled material properties) and the 3D printed603
hemipelves. One measurement of each experiment in the trial space was compared against604
one in the FE model (with the respective reverse-scaling material properties) using the same605
interpretation where each pair is carried out in a single subject. The statistical analysis is606
summarised in Table 4, the limits of agreement are within the acceptable ranges (below 100607
micro-strains) thus showing supporting evidence of a good agreement for the two proposed608
measurement techniques. This result confirms that the validation of the FE models can be609
performed using the reverse-scaling material properties and the trial experimentation. It is610
important to note that the most straightforward way of validating the FE model is using the611
trial experimentation with the physical material properties since it has been shown to have a612
good agreement but the versatility of the approach allows these different ways of validation.613
4 Conclusions614
This work aims to gauge the success of the application of the zeroth-order finite similitude615
approach in bio-mechanical experimentation consisting of validation of finite element models616
in a wider range of complex geometries than previous iterations, as well as optimising and617
improving the methodology for scaling synthetic composite bone. In this case the complex618
geometry tested was a left hemipelvis with three different combinations of trial-space materi-619
als PLA/TPU 93A, PLA/TPU 95A and PLA/TPU 90A. The physical-trial experimentation620
was subsequently analysed for these materials with the exception of the material combination621
PLA/TPU 90A using isotropic scaling with the main objective of the trial experimentation622
being the reduction of the cost and the assistance of manufacturing techniques for rapid623
testing with easily obtained materials. The conclusions can be summarised as such:624
• The approach has been optimised for the experimentation under consideration with625
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microscopic analysis and the advancement in 3D printing manufacturing technology.626
The comparison showed that for the surface parameters considered the interface be-627
tween materials that more closely resembles bone are the 3D printed materials with628
the small overlap setting (0.1875mm) and the reverse-scaling of the density shows a629
closer match to the physical space material properties.630
• The numerical results for the left hemipelvis showed that the average percentage error631
across all the values of the force is less than 9.2% in the case of the PLA/TPU 95A632
and in the case of the PLA/TPU 90A it is less than 15.3% with the combination of633
materials PLA/TPU 93A being identical (percentage error < 0.0001%).634
• The physical-trial experimentation for the combination of trial space materials PLA/TPU635
93A and PLA/TPU 95A was analysed using a Bland Altman statistical analysis to as-636
sess the agreement between the different materials; the finite element models were637
validated using the same statistical analysis. The synthetic composite hemipelvis was638
shown to have a good agreement with the finite element models thus validating the639
model results, additionally the trial-space material combinations were shown to have640
a good agreement with the synthetic composite bone results.641
• The analysis confirms the applicability of the scaling approach in more complex ge-642
ometries with the selected trial materials as a viable alternative to synthetic composite643
bone for the validation of finite element models using digital image correlation software644
and serves as the foundation for further testing of complex geometries where presently645
no synthetic option for testing exists.646
4.1 Future Work647
The analysis of scaled experimentation for different scaling parameters β to gauge the extent648
to which the current approach is valid and whether any scale effects are present during exper-649
imentation, this also serves as the foundation of the analysis of high-order finite similitude,650
which is the natural extension of the zeroth-order approach performed in these experiments.651
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Having obtained good supporting evidence of the approach in the various complex geome-652
tries that have been standardised by the use of synthetic composite bone, it is now possible653
to assess the effectiveness of the approach for geometries that are not possible to obtain with654
synthetic composite bone. This is particularly useful in cases where patient specific geome-655
tries are required or different material properties such as varying bone density, an example656
of this can be found in the validation of models where osteoporosis is present since there is657
a potential for simulating osteoporotic bone by reducing the bone density of the trial space658
materials or the thickness of the cortical bone in the trial space; research into the feasibility659
of this approach is of interest in the field of biomechanics.660
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Appendix A667
The Bland Altman plots for each of the statistical analyses for the pertaining physical-trial668
experimentation tests and subsequent finite element model validation are included to support669
the results reported (table 5).670
[Table 5 about here.]671
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Appendix B672
The following table (6) contains the digital image correlation system measurement reporting673
requirements.674
[Table 6 about here.]675
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Figure 1: The figure shows the process of comparison in the finite similitude methodology
using the scaling map and its inverse function (direct and reverse scaling respectively) where
the representation of the virtual physical space (using the reverse scaling) allows for its com-
parison in the physical space and the direct scaling virtual space allows for the comparison
in the trial space.
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Figure 2: Left hemipelvis boundary conditions with the regions highlighted showing the
sacroiliac joint and pubis symphysis contact which are constrained by an encastre where all
displacements and rotations in all directions are zero. The loads applied are consistent with
the literature (9,19) for a one-leg standing position.
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Figure 3: Region used for node-to-node comparison in the FE model, the surface strain
is compared in the physical space using the reversed-scaled material properties. The area
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Figure 4: Comparison in the finite element models using the reverse scaling material prop-
erties of the trial space material combinations PLA/TPU 95A and PLA/TPU 90A in the
physical space. The values show the percentage error for each value of the force applied
ranging from 1200 N to 2000 N with 100 N increments.
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Figure 5: Experimental setup for the physical-trial experimentation. The Instron machine
is shown with a 2 kN load cell the 50mm stell ball bearing fixed to the holding device and
the stereoscopic camera array, a focal length of 12 mm was utilised.
37
Figure 6: Comparison of the experimental setup of the physical-trial experimentation and
the finite element model boundary conditions.
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Figure 7: Comparison of contact areas. The finite element model (left) shows a similar
contact pattern than the one measured in the physical experimentation (right). The quantity
used for measurement in the model is the contact pressure.
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Figure 8: Visualization of the region used for measurement in the physical-trial experimen-
tation (left) compared to the FE models measurements (right), the two images show similar
von Mises strain patterns within the highlighted regions. The depth of field and measuring
volume were selected to accommodate the region of interest in both scales, geometrical fea-
tures outside of the region of interest have added uncertainty to the measurements and thus
were not considered for comparison.
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Material Model ρ(g/cc) E (MPa) β g αρ0 α
ν
0
PS: Cortical 1.64 (compressive) 16700 - - - -
PS: Trabecular 0.27 155 - - - -
TS1: (Cort.) PLA 0.2mm 1.25 3480 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 4.902
TS1: (Trabec.) Direct Scaling 0.206 32.3 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 4.902
TS1: (Trabec.) TPU 95A 1.2 43.83 - - - -
PS1: (Trabec.) Reverse Scaling 0.492 210.3 1.25 (5/4) 0.653 0.39 0.204
TS2: (Cort.) PLA 0.4mm 1.25 3286 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 5.051
TS2: (Trabec.) Direct Scaling 0.206 30.5 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 5.051
TS2: (Trabec.) TPU 93A 1.2 30.69 - - - -
PS2: (Trabecular) Reverse Scaling 0.492 155.1 1.25 (5/4) 0.635 0.39 0.198
TS3: (Cort.) PLA 0.4mm 1.25 3286 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 5.051
TS3: (Trabec.) Direct Scaling 0.206 30.5 0.8 (4/5) 1.574 2.564 5.051
TS3: (Trabec.) TPU 90A 1.2 20.84 - - - -
PS3: (Trabec.) Reverse Scaling 0.492 105.9 1.25 (5/4) 0.653 0.39 0.198
Table 1: Table of the material properties and the scaling parameters of the physical space




Bone Sample Synthetic Comp. Bone No Overlap
Small Overlap Large Overlap Min. Wall Overlap
Table 2: Table with the 3D images obtained from the confocal laser scanning microscope
for each of the samples analysed. The 3D printed trial space materials that resemble the
physical space materials more closely are the small overlap and the minimised wall overlap
samples. The bone sample was a fresh porcine femoral bone obtained from local butcher




Sa (µm) Sdr Sq (µm) Ssk Sku Sp (µm) Sv (µm) Sdq Spd (1/mm2) En
Bone 59.36 13.06 75.67 -1.09 7.72 184.52 500.38 6.22 20064.31 -
Synthetic Comp. Bone 49.23 17.89 76.13 -4.98 54.28 164.29 1214.66 7.26 41452.99 52.56
Standard Overlap 40.75 2.06 44.39 0.082 1.7 117.14 126.57 2.49 27140.8 3.92
Small overlap 17.84 6.35 23.85 -1.49 8.95 82.7 187.26 4.18 41147.76 3.29
Large overlap 23.07 4.032 29.52 -0.09 3.55 134.32 122.55 3.24 32222.56 3.6
Min. trabecular wall 28.37 4.12 42.13 -2.27 12.15 146.08 263.55 3.3 32941.44 3.35
Table 3: Table of the 3D printed exterior material properties proposed for the trial space.
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Repeatability Analysis Pelvis Experiment
Repeatability Coeff. (%) Mean Diff. (%) Std. Dev. (%)
Composite Bone 0.0063 0.0009 0.0032
PLA/TPU 95A 0.0071 -0.0004 0.0036
PLA/TPU 93A 0.0061 -0.0003 0.0031
Bland Altman Statistical Analysis Pelvis Experiment
Mean Diff. (%) Std. Dev. (%) Limits of Agreement (%)
Composite Bone vs. FE Model 0.0005 0.0025 (-0.0044, 0.0055)
Composite Bone vs. PLA/TPU 95A 0.0027 0.0037 (-0.0046, 0.0100)
Composite Bone vs. PLA/TPU 93A 0.0009 0.0031 (-0.0052,0.0071)
Alternative Validation Methods
FE model vs. PLA/TPU 95A 0.0011 0.0040 (-0.0068, 0.0091)
FE model vs. PLA/TPU 93A -0.0004 0.0026 (-0.0056, 0.0048)
Table 4: Table with the statistical analysis of the pelvis physical-trial experimentation. The
the results are presented in percentage strain and show the repeatability coefficients, mean
difference (bias), standard deviation (error) and limits of agreement.
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Bland Altman Plots for the Validation of FE Models
Composite Bone vs. FE Model PLA/TPU 95A vs. FE Model PLA/TPU 93A vs. FE Model
Bland Altman Plots for the Physical-Trial Experimentation
PLA/TPU 95A vs. Composite Bone PLA/TPU 93A vs. Composite Bone
Table 5: Table with the Bland Altman plots supporting the agreement between methods of
measurement, the first row showing the agreement between the finite element models and
their respective experimental results and the second row showing the agreement between
the phyisical and trial experimentation. The difference in strain is plotted against the mean
strain, the with the 95% confidence limits (red and blue dotted lines) and the mean difference
between methods (straight line).
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DIC Reporting Requirements
Camera Resolution 2448 x 2050 pixel
Focal Length 12 mm
Stereo Angle 25 degrees
Stand-Off-Distance 30 cm
Measuring Volume 200 x 160 x 160 mm3
Image Scale ≈ 14 pixel/mm−1
Shutter Time
1.15 - 1.2 ms (varied to
obtain computation start point)
Patterning Technique
Spray paint (White dull base
with stochastic black pattern)
Approximate Pattern Feature Size
Close similarity with the Aramis
reference spray pattern (4-7 pixels)
DIC Software Package GOM Aramis Software v6.1
DIC algorithm Standard subset based
Facet (subset) size 15 x 15 pixels
Facet (subset) step 13 pixels (2 pixel overlap)
Facet Shape Square
Calibration Deviation
0.03 - 0.034 (adjusted calibration
scale bar deviation < 0.005%)
Calibration Object Panel with two scale bars
Strain Formulation
Linear strain computation method








0.01% or 100 micro-strains based on
the configuration and parameters used
Measuring Range 0.01% up to 100%
Table 6: Table with the reporting requirements for the digital image correlation measure-
ments following the guidelines of reference21. The Aramis camera configuration is 5M with
a frame rate from 15 Hz up to 29 Hz.
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